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Executive Summary
New York State Office of General Services, Procurement Services Division (OGS), has implemented a new way to buy
Class 1 and 2 light-duty vehicles (including cars, vans, pickup trucks) that enhances competition and provides a greater
selection of vehicles to meet contract user needs. Launched in November 2014, the New York State Vehicle Marketplace
provides a one-stop shop for government light-duty vehicle purchasing. The website (www.vehicles.nyspro.ogs.ny.gov) is
where eligible contract users (including state agencies, political subdivisions, local governments, public authorities, public
school and fire districts, libraries, and other nonpublic/nonprofit organizations) purchase light-duty vehicles from
contracted dealers via a mini-bid process. It is innovative, transferable, improves service, and reduces costs.
NEW YORK STATE VEHICLE MARKETPLACE
Innovative

Transferable

The entire transaction happens online, the contract users get exactly
what they need, and it enhances competition resulting in cost savings
above the minimum base discount.

It can be used for other types of vehicles (like trucks and heavy duty
vehicles) and other states can adopt this model of contracting model.

Service Improvement
It makes more inventory available in a shorter timeframe and it creates
business opportunities for more vehicle dealers (including minority and
women-owned business enterprises).

Cost Reduction
There is a potential for significant cost savings by asking vehicle
dealers to provide a minimum discount and having more dealers on
contract.

In the past, OGS offered multiple light-duty vehicle contracts with only one contracted dealer per vehicle. Contract users
were limited to purchasing the specific vehicles (make, model and trim level) that were included in the awarded contracts.
Additionally, pricing for these contracts was established based on minimum specifications for a base model, with an
established minimum discount for any additional vehicle options required to meet specific vehicle needs. Feedback
received from dealers and contract users included a need for more vehicle types, more manufacturer and model choices,
and a shorter buying period. The problems with the past contracting method that OGS was attempting to solve were:
•
•
•
•

Limited vehicle types available to contract users.
Only one manufacturer/vehicle awarded for each base model included in the solicitation.
No opportunity for price competition at the time of purchase.
Vehicle types that were included in solicitations were sometimes not awarded, due to either no bids received or disqualifications of bidders.

The Vehicle Marketplace (Award 22898) is a continuous recruitment contract area, so vehicle dealerships may become a
contractor at any time. The bidder must meet minimum qualifications and offer a minimum discount on a manufacturer’s
product line, vehicle category and/or vehicle models to be a contractor. They may offer any vehicle in the manufacturer
product line that their dealership represents (e.g., fleet and retail models, standard to luxury trim models, gasoline, flex
fuel, or hybrid engines). This award offers unprecedented choice, flexibility, convenience, and pricing competition to
contract user.
This new approach is popular. Mini-bids request are processed in real-time so that as dealerships learn about the Vehicle
Marketplace and become a new contractor, they can respond to these requests with current pricing options. There are
currently 17 vehicle dealers on contract. An additional 20, some representing multiple dealerships, have expressed
interest in becoming contractors. While not exclusive to New York dealers, the NYS Auto Dealers Association has been
working with its member dealerships to encourage participation. As of July 3, 2015, contract users have submitted and
processed 297 mini-bid request forms through the Vehicle Marketplace, including requests for a total of 1,224 vehicles.

Innovation
Prior to the Vehicle Marketplace, New York developed awards around specific vehicles that offered no flexibility in the
types of vehicles available, and the pricing was a straight discount off of the manufacturer’s list price. Other states use a
very similar approach to vehicle buying. The New York State Vehicle Marketplace is innovative in the following ways:

1. Ease of use through an online portal and simple business process.
Contract user identifies
vehicle needs &
develops vehicle
specifications.

Contract user
completes Form A:
Mini-Bid Request and
submits it to OGS.

OGS reviews & posts
the request on the
Vehicle Marketplace
website.

Contractors submits
bid to OGS on Form
B: Mini-Bid Response

OGS emails all
responses received
from contractors to the
contract user

Contract user
evaluates responses
and makes award
determination

If the mini-bid is
awarded, the contract
user coordinates
payment and delivery

Contract user provides
Form C: Mini-Bid
Report of Use to OGS
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This new vehicle buying process is simple. OGS evaluates contract user mini-bid vehicle requests and it is
uploaded to the Vehicle Marketplace website. Requests appear immediately and an email is sent to all
contractors. Mini-bids are posted for five business days (or fewer for emergencies). On the sixth business day,
OGS compiles the contractor responses (bid or no bid) in a spreadsheet which is emailed to the contract user,
and a response summary is posted online. The contract user communicates the final determination to the
contractors that responded to the mini-bid and reports on contract usage to OGS. While the final procurement
decision is the responsibility of the requesting agency, OGS remains available to answer questions.
2. Contract users get exactly what they need.
Award 22898 allows contract users to request bids for exactly what they need. The contract user has a choice of
requesting bids for vehicles from a dealer’s existing inventory (off the lot), vehicles built to specifications at the
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) production facility, or both. They may also request a specific vehicle
(make, model, model code), or any vehicle that meets their specifications. By providing these specifications up
front, contract users get mini-bid quotes from each contractor who has those vehicles available in the specified
timeframe. Prior contracts had a limited number of vehicle dealerships and models available.
3. On top of a minimum base discount, enhanced competition between vehicle dealers results in additional cost savings.
There is enhanced competition for every purchase. With Award 22898, each vehicle contractor is required to
specify a minimum percentage discount from Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price (MSRP) they must offer on
every sale, but the dealer may offer a greater discount for each mini-bid request. To be competitive and win
business, it is to their advantage to offer additional discounts beyond the minimum discount offered on the
backdrop contract when responding to mini-bid requests, because winners are chosen based on lowest price. In
addition, this can be done for one vehicle or an entire agency fleet.

Transferability
The New York State Vehicle Marketplace methodology can be easily applied in other states. With over 17,000 new
automobile dealerships nationwide, any state would be able to easily recruit enough dealerships to create a competitive
environment. The benefits of increased competition, greater transparency, and a greater choice for the requesting agency
should make this approach attractive to other states.
The New York State Vehicle Marketplace is also designed to expand the number of dealers on contract, as well as the
types of vehicles offered. OGS is working to implement the same business process for trucks and other larger vehicles.
When implemented, contract users will be able to purchase Class 3-8 vehicles, (e.g., vehicles with various truck bodies
including ambulance, bus, trailer, etc.), under a different award that will follow a similar process. This process is not limited
to vehicle purchases and may be expanded and used with other commodities as well.

Service Improvement
The number of vehicles made available through the Vehicle Marketplace and the times it has been utilized speaks
strongly to the improved service it provides. With a pool of thousands of potential users, the market is vast. On the
previously awarded contracts, the selection of vehicles was limited and the number of contractors fixed. Since November
2014 the number of contractors has increased 100% against the two prior contract awards and it now includes minority
and women-owned dealerships. The contract allows for interested dealerships to enroll and bid at their convenience.
The New York State Vehicle Marketplace addressed the following common issues experienced with prior vehicle awards:
Issue

Example

Limited vehicle types
available to contract users

Only commonly purchased vehicle types (e.g. mid-size sedan, mini-van, pickup truck) were included in solicitations.
When another was needed (e.g., station wagon), users could not use the OGS contract.

Only one manufacturer/
vehicle awarded for each
base model

If a “Ford F150, Model Code FLC XL” was awarded for the “Pickup truck, light-duty, 4X2, Long Box, Regular Cab”
base model that was included in the solicitation, then the contract user could not purchase a Chevrolet or Ram pickup
truck or another trim level above the base level Ford F150 that was awarded.

No opportunity for price
competition at the time of
purchase

Vehicles on contract were awarded at the time the solicitation was let, often a year or more before the purchase was
actually made. Non-contract dealers indicated that they often had pricing opportunities that could be offered throughout
the calendar year that would result in a lower price for the contract user.

Non-award of vehicle types
needed by contract users

Vehicle types that were included in solicitations were sometimes not awarded, due to either no bids received or
disqualification of bidders. Specifically, hybrids and zero emissions vehicles were affected by this issue, so contract
users could not meet environmentally preferable or green procurement regulations.
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Below are examples of how service has improved.
Scenario #1: NYS Department of Transportation (DOT) wants to buy a station wagon
Using the old approach (limited vehicle types available to contract users)

Using the Vehicle Marketplace (all vehicle types that contractors offer at
their dealerships are available)

Station wagons were not included in the solicitation, because it is not a
vehicle type commonly purchased by contract users, so DOT must
purchase open market or do their own competitive bid.

DOT may request any vehicle needed, and receive bids from contractors
within 7 days of their request.

Scenario #2: NYS Police wants to buy 100, 2015 model year police cruisers.
Using the old approach (No opportunity for price competition at the time
of purchase)

Using the Vehicle Marketplace (pricing is based on current manufacturer
pricing and dealership opportunities)

Price is only competitive for the model year bid (e.g., 2013), which may
no longer be available, and the 2015 model year price (based on current
MSRP and the previously established discount), may not be the lowest
price currently available.

The lowest price that NYS Police receives is competitive based on the
current marketplace (including manufacturer and dealer incentives and
offers) for the 2015 model year and the date that bids are requested.

Scenario #3: NYS Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) wants to buy a mid-size hybrid SUV.
Using the old approach (Non-award of vehicle types needed by contract
users)

Using the Vehicle Marketplace (all vehicle types that contractors offer at
their dealerships are available)

Mid-size hybrid SUVs are not available on contract, (due to ether lack of
bids or because they were not included in the solicitation), so DEC must
purchase open market or do its own competitive bid.

DEC may request any vehicle needed, and receive bids from contractors
within 7 days of their request.

Cost Reduction
The Vehicle Marketplace is designed to increase price competition between contractors. Dealers on contract must provide
a minimum percentage discount off MSRP for the vehicles they sell, including all extra vehicle options, when establishing
the contract. However, the discount actually offered when responding to the mini-bids is usually much higher because of
the competitive environment the Vehicle Marketplace creates. The average discount from MSRP is 24%.
There have been examples of where the average discount off of MSRP has been more than 24%. In January 2015,
Montgomery County Department of Youth, ATI and Veterans’ Services, requested a Ford F-250 light-duty pick-up truck.
Their request was for a specific vehicle built to factory specifications. Three vehicle dealers on contract responded,
offering a discount off of MSRP greater than 38%.
Contractor
Van Bortel Ford, Inc
Beyer Ford, LLC

Year
2015
2015

Make
Ford
Ford

Model
F250
F250

Quantity
1
1

MSRP Price
$35,940.00
$36,065.00

Total NYS Contract Price
$22,139.04
$23,213.90

Total Discount Percentage
38.40%
37.38%

Previous vehicle contracts established a base vehicle discount and a separate discount for additional options. Contractors
often had low option discounts resulting in an overall lower discount from MSRP for contract users that purchased a large
number of options. With the Vehicle Marketplace, the discount bid applies to the complete vehicle including options that
are requested by contract users.

Summary
The Vehicle Marketplace continues to grow. Vehicle dealers are glad to have the opportunity to offer all the vehicles they
have to sell. OGS has improved service to users by offering a procurement method that allows them to get the right
vehicle, at the right time, and at the right price. OGS intends to expand the Vehicle Marketplace to include all types of
vehicles including trucks and heavy equipment. The Erie County Water Authority recently expressed to us:
“Our experience is positive…The site is easy to use, the speed of the bidding process is more than
satisfactory, and your staff was courteous, helpful and easy to contact. The bidding results were clear.
Congratulations and thank you for building the Marketplace. We will be a repeat customer.”
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Appendices
Included are images of the NYS Vehicle Marketplace.

Image 1: Home Page
When you visit www.vehicles.nyspro.ogs.ny.gov, this is the landing page.
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Image 2: Finding Vehicle Dealer Information
This page is for vehicle dealers to understand the process, learn about how to get on contract, and access the mini-bid
postings. You can access this page at: www.vehicles.nyspro.ogs.ny.gov/content/vehicle-dealer-information.

Image 3: Finding Buyer Information
This page is for contract users to understand the process, get training resources, and access important forms. You can
access this page at: www.vehicles.nyspro.ogs.ny.gov/content/vehicle-buyer-information.
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Image 4: Form A
Contract users complete Form A: Mini-Bid Request to submit their vehicle request for posting. You can access this page
at: www.vehicles.nyspro.ogs.ny.gov/sites/default/files/22898_Mini-Bid_FormA_VehicleRequest_2014-12-02.xlsx.
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Image 5: Mini-Bid Posting
Vehicle dealers on contract view available mini-bid requests that are sortable by bid due date, mini-bid number, delivery
county, vehicle type, make, and number of vehicles. You can access this page here:
www.vehicles.nyspro.ogs.ny.gov/vehicle-request-list.
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Image 6: Form B
When vehicle dealers on contract respond to a mini-bid request, there are two forms to choose from: vehicles built to
specifications or vehicles off the lot. They complete Form B to respond to mini-bid postings. The built to specifications
form is below. Both forms can be found here: www.vehicles.nyspro.ogs.ny.gov/content/vehicle-dealer-information.
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Image 7: Summary of Mini-Bid Responses
Once the mini-bid closes, contract users receive the dealer responses from OGS Procurement Services. Two examples
are provided below.
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Image 9: Mini-Bid Opening Results
This is a complete listing of all mini-bid opening results since the launch in November 2014. The newest openings can be
found on top and you can click each to get the specifications from the original posting. You can access this page at:
www.vehicles.nyspro.ogs.ny.gov/bid-opening-results.
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Image 8: Form C
Contract users complete Form C: Mini-Bid Report of Use for the procurement record. You can access this form here:
www.vehicles.nyspro.ogs.ny.gov/sites/default/files/22898_Mini-Bid_FormC_ReportOfUse_2014-12-10.xlsx.
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